We show the existence of a family of generalized Kac-Moody(GKM) superalgebras, G N , whose Weyl-Kac-Borcherds denominator formula gives rise to a genus-two modular form at level N , ∆ k/2 (Z), for (N, k) = (1, 10), (2, 6), (3, 4), (5, 2). The square of the automorphic form is related to the generating function of the degeneracy of CHL dyons in asymmetric Z N -orbifolds of the heterotic string compactified on T 6 . The new generalized Kac-Moody superalgebras all arise as different 'automorphic corrections' of the same Lie algebra and are closely related to a generalized Kac-Moody superalgebra constructed by Gritsenko and Nikulin. The automorphic forms, ∆ k/2 (Z), seem to arise as additive lifts of weak Jacobi forms of (integral) weight k/2 and index 1/2. We note that the orbifolding acts on the imaginary simple roots of the unorbifolded GKM superalgebra, G 1 leaving the real simple roots untouched. We anticipate that these superalgebras will play a role in understanding the 'algebra of BPS states' in CHL compactifications.
Introduction
The advent of D-branes and in particular, the successful microscopic description of the entropy of supersymmetric black holes by Strominger and Vafa [1] has provided enormous impetus to the counting of BPS states in a variety of settings. Among these, the N = 4 supersymmetric theories, have provided a fairly robust playground for testing and developing new ideas. The high degree of supersymmetry ensures the existence of non-renormalization theorems as well as the existence of dualities. This paper focuses on four-dimensional superstring compactifications, the CHL orbifolds, with N = 4 supersymmetry. Such theories typically have a triality of descriptions as heterotic and type IIA/IIB string theories [2] .
The spectrum of 1/2-BPS states is independent of moduli -there is no 'jumping' phenomenon. In a remarkable paper [3] , Dijkgraaf, Verlinde and Verlinde proposed that the degeneracy of 1/4-BPS states in the heterotic string compactified on T 6 is generated by a Siegel modular form of weight 10. More precisely, the degeneracy d(n, ℓ, m) is given by where Z ∈ H 2 , the Siegel upper-half space and (n, ℓ, m) = (
q e 2 , q e · q m , 1 2 q m 2 ) are T-duality invariant combinations of electric and magnetic charges. A key feature of the formula is that it is also S-duality invariant i.e., the modular form is invariant under an SL(2, Z) suitably embedded in Sp(2, Z). In ref. [4] , Gritsenko and Nikulin have shown the existence of a generalized Kac-Moody (GKM) superalgebra, G 1 , whose Weyl-Kac-Borcherds denominator formula gives rise to a modular form (with character) of weight 5, ∆ 5 (Z), which squares to give Φ 10 (Z). It has been anticipated by Harvey and Moore [5, 6] that the algebra of BPS states must form an algebra and one suspects that the GKM superalgebra, G 1 , must play such a role in this example. However, this correspondence has not been fully realised for this example(see ref. [7] however for some recent progress). One of our motivations has been to understand the relation of the algebra of BPS states to this GKM superalgebra.
A family of asymmetric orbifolds of the heterotic string compactified on T 6 leads to heterotic compactifications that preserve N = 4 supersymmetry but the gauge symmetry is of reduced rank [8] . These are called the CHL compactifications. In ref. [9] , Jatkar and Sen, constructed a family of genus-two modular forms, Φ k (Z), at level N that play a role analogous to Φ 10 , for Z N -orbifolds with N = 2, 3, 5, 7
and (k + 2) = 24/(N + 1). The modular group is a subgroup of Sp(2, Z) reflecting the fact that the orbifolding breaks the S-duality group to the sub-group, Γ 1 (N), of SL(2, Z). The main result of this paper is to show the existence of a family of GKM superalgebras, G N , by showing the existence of modular forms, ∆ k/2 , which: (i) square to Φ k (Z) and (ii) appear as the denominator formula for G N for N = 2, 3, 5. These constructions parallel the construction of a family of GKM algebras as Z N orbifolds of the fake Monster Lie algebra [10] by Niemann [11] . We will show that the modular forms ∆ k/2 (Z) are indeed given by GKM superalgebras, G N , that are closely related to the GKM superalgebra constructed by Gritsenko and Nikulin (we call the superalgebra G 1 ) from the modular form ∆ 5 (Z). In particular, we observe 1. All the algebras arise as (different) automorphic corrections to the Lie algebra g(A 1,II ) associated with a rank three Cartan matrix, A 1,II . In other words, one has g(A 1,II ) ⊂ G N .
2. The real simple roots (and hence the Cartan matrix) for the G N are identical to the real roots of g(A 1,II ). This implies that the Weyl group is identical as well.
3. The multiplicities of the imaginary simple roots are, however, different. For instance, imaginary roots of the form tη 0 , where η 0 is a primitive light-like simple root, have a multiplicity m(tη 0 ) given by the formula:
Note that this formula correctly reproduces the answer given for G 1 by Gritsenko and Nikulin [4] .
4. There are also other imaginary simple roots which are not light-like whose multiplicities are determined implicitly by the modular form ∆ k/2 (Z).
The organization of the paper is as follows: After the introductory section, section 2 provides the necessary physical background on CHL strings and the counting of 1/4-BPS dyons in the theory. Section 3 provides the necessary mathematical background leading to the Weyl-Kac-Borcherds denominator formula for GKM algebras. In section 4, which contains the main results of the paper, we provide evidence for the existence of Siegel modular forms with character, ∆ k (Z), at level N as the additive lift of weak Jacobi forms of half-integral index. In sections 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4, we show that these modular forms arise as the Weyl-Kac-Borcherds denominator formula for GKM superalgebras, G N , with imaginary simple roots whose multiplicities given by the ∆ k (Z). In section 4.5, we attempt to provide a physical interpretation for the weak Jacobi forms of half-integral index. We conclude with a summary of our results and a discussion in section 5. Several mathematical appendices have been included. In particular, we review the use of weak Jacobi forms in the construction of Siegel modular forms in appendix B. Appendix C gives the explicit Fourier expansion for the modular forms ∆ k (Z) that were used in arriving at the results presented in section 4.
Background on CHL strings
The heterotic string compactified on T 6 and its asymmetric Z N orbifolds provide us with four-dimensional compactifications with N = 4 supersymmetry. Writing T 6 as T 4 × S 1 ×S 1 , consider the Z N orbifold given by the transformation corresponding to a 1/N unit of shift in S 1 and a simultaneous Z N involution of the Narain lattice of signature (4, 20) associated with the heterotic string compactified on T 4 . This leads to the CHL compactifications of interest in this paper [9] . The heterotic string compactified on T 4 × S 1 × S 1 is dual to the type IIA string compactified on K3 × S 1 × S 1 . The (4, 20) lattice gets mapped to H * (K3, Z) in the type IIA theory and the orbifolding Z N is a Nikulin involution combined with the 1/N shift of S 1 . The low-energy theory consists of the following bosonic fields: In terms of the variables that appear in the heterotic description, the bosonic part of the low-energy effective action (up to two derivatives) is [12] [13] [14] 
where L is a Lorentzian metric with signature (6, m), M is a (6 + m) × (6 + m) matrix valued scalar field satisfying M T = M and M T LM = L and F µ is a (6 + m) dimensional vector field strength of the (6 + m) gauge fields.
The moduli space of the scalars is given by
SO(6, m; Z) is the T-duality symmetry and Γ 1 (N) ⊂ SL(2, Z) is the S-duality symmetry that is manifest in the equations of motion and is compatible with the charge quantization. The fields that appear at low-energy can be organized into multiplets of these various symmetries.
1. The heterotic dilaton combines with the axion (obtained by dualizing the antisymmetric tensor) to form the complex scalar S H . Under S-duality,
2. The (6+m) vector fields transform as a SO(6, m; Z) vector. Thus, the electric charges q e (resp. magnetic charges q m ) associated with these vector fields are also vectors (resp. co-vectors) of SO(6, m, Z). Further, the electric and magnetic charges 4 transform as a doublet under the S-duality group, Γ 1 (N), where Γ 1 (N) is the sub-group of SL(2, Z) matrices ( a b c d ) with a = d = 1 mod N and c = 0 mod N).
One can form three T-duality invariant scalars, q 2 e , q 2 m and q e · q m from the charge vectors. These transform as a triplet of the S-duality group. Equivalently, we can write the triplet as a symmetric matrix:
3) 
BPS multiplets
Four-dimensional compactifications with N = 4 supersymmetry admit two kinds of BPS states: (i) 1/2-BPS multiplets that preserve eight supercharges (with 16 states in a multiplet) and (ii) 1/4-BPS multiplets that preserve four supercharges(with 64 states in a multiplet). In the supergravity limit, one constructs, for instance, blackholes that are electrically charged under the (6 + m) abelian gauge fields that are 1/2-BPS objects. Their masses are completely determined in terms of their charges by means of the BPS formula [2, 13, 14] :
4 To be precise, q e and −Lq m form the doublet. Also note that the Lorentzian inner product is q 2 e = q T e Lq e . We shall not indicate the appearance of L in subsequent formulae that appear in the paper.
The mass of the BPS state is the maximum of M 2 ± . Generically, the above formula holds for 1/4-BPS states. The above formula holds for 1/2-BPS states as well and corresponds to the situation where M 2 + = M 2 − , i..e, the terms inside the square root vanish. This occurs when the electric and magnetic charges are parallel (or anti-parallel) i.e., q e ∝ Lq m .
Counting 1/2-BPS states
We will now consider the counting of purely electrically charged 1/2-BPS states. Such electrically charged states are in one to one correspondence with the states of the CHL orbifold of the heterotic string compactified on 
where
The degeneracy of purely magnetically charged states with charge q m = 2m is given by a similar formula with f (k) (τ /N) replaced by f (k) (τ ). These are level-N modular forms with weight (k + 2). For (N, k) = (1, 10), f (10) (τ ) = η(τ ) 24 .
Counting 1/4-BPS states
As we saw earlier, 1/4-BPS states are necessarily dyonic in character with the electric and magnetic charge vectors being linearly independent. In a remarkable leap of intuition, Dijkgraaf, Verlinde and Verlinde (DVV) proposed that a Siegel modular form of weight 10 is the generating function of 1/4-BPS states [3] . Let d(n, ℓ, m) be the degeneracy of 1/4-BPS states with charges q 2 e = 2n, q 2 m = 2m and q e · q m = ℓ. Then, one has
with Z ∈ H 2 and (n, ℓ, m) > 0 implies n, m ≥ 1, ℓ ∈ Z and (4nm − ℓ 2 ) > 0. The modular form Φ 10 (Z) has a double zero at z 2 = 0, where it factorizes as
In this limit, one sees the appearance of the degeneracies of the pure electric and magnetic states -these are generated by η(z 1 ) 24 and η(z 3 ) 24 respectively. From this we see that the Z 2 transformation which exchanges electric and magnetic charges corresponds to the geometric action on H 2 : z 1 ↔ z 3 . Another check of this formula is that this modular form (as well as the ones that we discuss later) matches the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy of large dyonic blackholes in the limit of large electric and magnetic charges 5 . In a development that has spurred activity in this area, Jatkar and Sen generalised the DVV proposal to the case of asymmetric Z N -orbifolds of the heterotic string on T 6 for N = 2, 3, 5, 7. They proposed that the degeneracy of 1/4-BPS dyons is generated by a Siegel modular form of weight k = 24 N − 2 and level N, Φ k (Z). They also provided an explicit construction of the modular form using the additive lift of a weak Jacobi form. The constructed modular form has the following properties:
(i) It is invariant under the S-duality group Γ 1 (N) suitably embedded in the group
(ii) In the limit z 2 → 0, it has the right factorization property:
Note that for (N, k) = (1, 10), this matches the DVV formula.
(iii) It reproduces the entropy for large blackholes [9] .
(iv) For 1/2-BPS blackholes, the formula leads to a prediction for R 2 (higher derivative) corrections to the low-energy effective action given in Eq. (2.1). Such corrections lead to a non-zero entropy using Wald's generalization of the BH entropy formula for Einstein gravity that agrees with the prediction from the modular form [18, 19] .
The group Γ 0 (N) ∈ SL(2, Z) is embedded into Sp(2, Z) as follows:(Note that this is not quite the embedding given by Jatkar-Sen -we have carried out a z 1 ↔ z 3 exchange on their embedding to match our notation.)
Let us call this sub-group of Sp(2, Z),
. This is subgroup of G 0 (N) that preserves the cusp at Im(z 3 ) = ∞ (see appendix B). The weak Jacobi form φ k,1 (z 1 , z 2 ) that generatesΦ k (Z) is a modular form of Γ J (N). Then, for prime N, there are two inequivalent cusps in the upper-half plane H 1 corresponding to Im(z 1 ) = 0 and Im(z 1 ) = ∞. Thus, the modular form Φ k (Z) behaves differently at the two cusps. Its behavior at z 1 = 0 is captured by the modular form Φ k (Z) also defined by Jatkar and Sen [9] . One has
10)
It is not hard to see that the above change of variables maps Im(z 1 ) = 0 to Im(z 1 ) = ∞ while preserving the cusp at Im(z 3 ) = ∞. We will be dealing with the modular form, Φ k (Z), for most of this paper as it is symmetric in the 'electric' and 'magnetic' variables z 1 and z 3 even though it is Φ k (Z) which is the generating function of dyonic degeneracies. Note that this point is not relevant for N = 1 (c.f. the DVV formula) as both the cusps get identified under SL(2, Z)!
Product formulae for the modular forms
Product representations for a closely related modular form Φ k (Z) were provided by two groups [15, 20] . In a subsequent paper [21] , David and Sen derived the product representations for modular formΦ k (Z) as well as Φ k (Z) using the 4D-5D correspondence with the well-studied D1 − D5 system in Taub-NUT space [22] . They showed that it can be written as the product of three contributions arising from: (i) the low-energy dynamics in Taub-NUT space, (ii) the center of mass dynamics of the D1-D5 system in Taub-NUT space and (iii) the dynamics of D1-branes along K3/Z N 6 .
2 is the spacetime elliptic genus [14] and
where E S p (K3/Z N ) is the elliptic genus of the p-th symmetric product of K3/Z N and E S 0 (K3/Z N ) ≡ 1. Note that each of the terms in Eq. (2.11) independently admits a product representation -for details see [21] .
3 Generalized Kac-Moody algebras
From Cartan Matrices to Lie Algebras
A Lie algebra is defined as a vector space g with an anti-symmetric bilinear map [ , ] : g × g → g satisfying the Jacobi identity. A Lie algebra can also be defined through its Cartan matrix. Given a real, indecomposable, (r × r) symmetric matrix 7 A = (a ij ), i, j ∈ I = {1, 2, . . . , r} of rank r satisfying the following conditions:
one defines a Lie algebra g(A) generated by the generators e i , f i , and h i , for i ∈ I, satisfying the following conditions for i, j ∈ I :
The Cartan matrix thus uniquely defines the Lie algebra which we call g(A) (and on occasion simply A).
More general classes of Lie algebras are obtained by weakening the axioms on the Cartan matrix. In particular, relaxing condition (iv) on the positive definiteness of the determinant of the Cartan matrix yields more general infinite dimensional Lie algebras. When one removes this condition completely, one obtains the most general class of Kac-Moody algebras, the generalized Kac-Moody (GKM) algebras.
Affine Lie algebras are obtained by requiring positive semi-definiteness of the determinant of A in the place of positive definiteness. Thus, for an affine Lie algebra the condition on the determinant is,
for all i = 1, . . . , r, where A {i} are the matrices obtained from A by deleting the i-th row and column. For an affine Lie algebra, the rank of A is at least (r − 1), while for a generalized Kac-Moody algebra, the rank of A can be any arbitrary integer between 0 and r.
Our main focus will be on the following sequence of Cartan matrices
The first matrix in the sequence leads to the finite rank one Lie algebra A 1 , the second leads to the affine Lie algebraÂ
1 at level one. The Lie algebra g(A 1,II ) is a sub-algebra of the GKM superalgebras 8 , G N , that we construct in this paper.
Cartan subalgebra
The Z-span h, of the elements {h i } is called the Cartan subalgebra of g(A). The Lie algebra decomposes into eigenspaces, called root spaces, under the simultaneous adjoint action of h. An element α ∈ h * is called a (real) root if the eigenspace
defined by α is not empty. The set L, of all α such that g α = 0, is called the root system. The root space is generated by elements α i satisfying
The elements α i are called the simple roots and the set of roots are generated as integral linear combinations of these with coefficients either all positive, or all negative. These sets are called the set of positive and negative roots respectively, and are denoted by
This decomposition gives a grading on the Lie algebra
The affine Lie algebras are obtained by 'adding' a root α 0 to a finite Lie algebra. As the Cartan matrix of an affine Lie algebra is degenerate, there is an element, k ∈ h, that is central, i.e., it commutes with all elements of the Lie algebra. For A (1) 1 , one has k = h 0 + h 1 . The non-degeneracy of the Cartan matrix is fixed by adding a new generator to h called the derivation, d, to the Lie algebra g(A (1) 1 ) with the following Lie brackets [24] :
The roots are defined on h * , consequently, modifying h implies the root space also gets modified accordingly. The set of positive roots, L + , in this case are defined to be those for which
For the affine Kac-Moody algebra, A
1 , from the above definition of the set of positive roots, we have
The class of infinite dimensional algebras that are obtained from a generalized Cartan matrix i.e., no constraint on det(A), known as generalized Kac-Moody algebras, have a more general root structure. In general there is no simple way to characterize the generalization from affine to the generalized class of Kac-Moody algebras, as there are many classes of GKM algebras that can be constructed due to the high degree of arbitrariness in the characterization of their Cartan matrices. The root systems are also considerably different from the affine case and can have imaginary simple roots in addition to real simple roots, and the multiplicity of the roots can be hard to determine.
The GKM algebra g(A 1,II ) is one which containsÂ
as a sub-algebra and falls into a class of GKM algebras called hyperbolic Kac-Moody algebras that have been classified. There are infinite such algebras at rank 2 but only a finite number between ranks 3 and 10 and none exist at higher rank. The embedding of A (1) 1 has been used by Feingold and Frenkel to study another rank three hyperbolic Kac-Moody algebra [25] . More recently, Feingold and Nicolai have shown that this hyperbolic Kac-Moody algebra contains g(A 1,II ) as a sub-algebra [26] .
Weyl groups
The Weyl group of a Cartan matrix, W(A), is defined as the group generated by elementary reflections associated with the simple roots
and β any root. It is easy to see that w
Further, the Cartan matrix, A, determines further relations, if any, amongst the basic reflections and thus these groups are Coxeter groups. For symmetric matrices A, one has
Further, when |a ij | ≥ 2, there are no relations.
For the three Cartan matrices given in Eq. (3.2), the Weyl group is generated by r elementary reflections, w α i with no further relations. For r = 1, this group is Z 2 . For r = 2, 3, these groups are infinite dimensional. For r = 2, the affine Weyl group is the semi-direct product (Z 2 ⋉ Z), where Z is the normal sub-group of translations generated by t ≡ (w α 1 w α 2 ).
The Weyl group W(A 1,II )
We now discuss the Weyl group associated with the Cartan matrix A 1,II given in (3.2) in some detail as it plays an important role in this paper. Let (δ 1 , δ 2 , δ 3 ) be the three real simple roots whose Gram matrix (matrix of inner products) is given by the matrix A 1,II . Let (w 1 , w 2 , w 3 ) denote the three reflections generated by the three simple roots. The Weyl group, W(A 1,II ), is generated by these three elementary reflections with no further relations. It turns out that W(A 1,II ) has a nicer presentation as a normal subgroup of P GL(2, Z) which we describe later. One has [4] (see also [7, 26] )
where S 3 is the group of permutations of the three real simple roots. The three real simple roots define the root lattice M II = Zδ 1 ⊕ Zδ 2 ⊕ Zδ 3 and a fundamental polyhedron, M II , which is given by the region bounded by the spaces orthogonal to the real simple roots.
The lattice M II has a lattice Weyl vector which is an element ρ ∈ M II ⊗ Q such that all the real simple roots satisfy
One has ρ = (δ 1 + δ 2 + δ 3 )/2 i.e., it is one-half of the sum over real simple roots. The positive real roots are then given by
where W refers to the Weyl group W(A 1,II ) and
In order to make the map to P GL(2, Z) explicit, we will choose to write the roots in terms of a basis (f 2 , f 3 , f −2 ) which are related to the δ i in the following way:
The non-vanishing inner products among the elements f i are:
in R 2,1 . Let V + denote the future light-cone in the space and
be such that Z ∈ R 2,1 + iV + . This is equivalent to Z ∈ H 2 , the Siegel upper-half space [4] .
Let M 1,0 be the lattice (Zf 2 + Zf 3 + Zf −2 ). The root lattice M II is a sub-lattice in M 1,0 . M 1,0 happens to be the root lattice of another rank three hyperbolic KacMoody algebra [25, 26] . The Weyl group of this algebra is isomorphic to P GL(2, Z). Consider the following identification:
The norm of a matrix N ∈ M 1,0 is then given by −2 det N. The Weyl group has the following action:
Recall that P GL(2, Z) is given by the integral matrices ( a b c d ) with ad − bc = ±1. The S 3 mentioned in Eq. (3.11) is generated by
The three elementary reflections that generate W(A 1,II ) are given by the following P GL(2, Z) matrices:
3.4 The Weyl denominator formula
Finite Lie algebras
The Weyl denominator formula is a specialisation of the Weyl character formula for the trivial representation. For finite Lie algebras, one has
where e α is a formal exponential and the Weyl vector ρ is defined to be half the sum of all positive roots, i.e., ρ = 1 2 α∈L + α. Further, w(ρ) is the image of ρ under the action of the element w of the Weyl group.
Affine Kac-Moody algebras
The first twist occurs for the affine Kac-Moody algebras, where one needs to include imaginary roots, specifically those with zero norm, into the set of positive roots. Thus, one has L + = L re + ∪ L im + and so on. Further, the imaginary roots appear with multiplicity r, where r is the rank of the underlying finite dimensional Lie algebra.
Also, the definition of the Weyl vector as half the sum over all positive roots, needs to be regulated due to the infinite number of such positive roots. An alternate definition is given by Lepowsky and Milne which is tailored to writing the sum side of the denominator formula [27] . The key observation (due to MacDonald [28] ) is that [w(ρ) − ρ] behaves better than either of the terms. Recall that an element of the Weyl group acts as a permutation of all roots (not necessarily positive). Thus, [w(ρ) − ρ] obtains contribution, only when a positive root gets mapped to a non-positive root. So one defines the set Φ w for all w ∈ W,
Using this definition, we can see that
where Φ w is the sum of elements of the set Φ w . Note that, for real roots, −L − = L + , which explains the half disappearing in the RHS of the above formula. Imaginary roots do not appear in the set Φ w for affine Lie algebras as the imaginary roots turn out to be Weyl invariant and hence cancel out in the above equation. The denominator formula that works for affine Kac-Moody algebras, after including the imaginary roots in L + , is the Weyl-Kac denominator formula
1 , from the above definition of the set of positive roots, we have 2, 3 , . . . , (3.26) and the Weyl group is isomorphic to Z 2 ⋉ Z. Putting it all together into the denominator identity gives [27] 
Setting e −α 0 = r and e −α 1 = qr −1 , the above identity is equivalent to the Jacobi triple identity involving the theta function ϑ 1 (τ, z):
Generalized Kac-Moody algebras
For the case of generalized Kac-Moody algebras, the story gets a bit more involved. A detailed discussion of the Weyl denominator formula for GKM algebras can be found in [29] . New kinds of roots appear here and have nontrivial multiplicities that are hard to determine. The 'sum side' denominator formula also requires modification. For the class of GKM algebras with a bilinear form that is almost positive definite the denominator identity was constructed by Borcherds generalizing the Weyl-Kac character formula for Kac-Moody algebras [10, [30] [31] [32] . These GKM algebras contain, in addition to real and imaginary roots of Kac-Moody algebras, imaginary simple roots and a suitable definition of the denominator identity is required to correct for these. Also, the way the Cartan subalgebra is centrally extended modifies the root space and requires some care as the linear independence of the simple roots is crucial for the denominator identity to be well defined [32] . The Weyl group continues to be generated only by elementary reflections of the real simple roots. For the above class of generalized Kac-Moody algebras, the Weyl-Kac-Borcherds denominator identity becomes [30] α∈L
where L + is the set of positive roots, ρ the Weyl vector, W the Weyl group of the GKM, det(w) is defined to be ±1 depending on whether w is the product of an even or odd number of reflections and ǫ(α) is defined to be (−1) n if α is the sum of n pairwise independent, orthogonal imaginary simple roots, and 0 otherwise.
As before we can cast it into a slightly different form by constructing the set
such that ρ − w(ρ) = Φ w and the denominator identity takes the form [32] α∈L
where Ω is defined as the sum of all the possible sets of distinct pairwise orthogonal imaginary simple roots and the height ht(η) of an element η = i n i δ i is i n i . We will verify that the modular forms that we construct have product and sum representations that are indeed compatible with the denominator formula.
Denominator formulae for ∆ k/2 (Z)
Gritsenko and Nikulin have shown that the denominator formula of a GKM superalgebra G 1 is related to a modular form of Sp(2, Z) with character, ∆ 5 (Z). The modular form, Φ 10 (Z), that generates the degeneracy of dyons is equal to ∆ 5 (Z) 2 . We extend this correspondence to argue for the existence of new GKM superalgebras, G N , whose denominator formulae give rise to modular forms with character, ∆ k/2 (Z), of suitable groups, G 0 (N) ⊂ Sp(2, Z), with the property
This is the main assumption of this paper. Recall that the modular forms Φ k (Z) were first constructed in [9] and product formulae were provided in subsequent papers [15, 20] . Further, the dyon degeneracies are given by a closely related modular form calledΦ k (Z) by Jatkar and Sen. This differs in the way the Sduality group Γ 1 (N) ⊂ SL(2, Z) is embedded in Sp(2, Z).
Constructing the modular form ∆ k/2 (Z)
We have found experimentally(!) that the modular form ∆ k/2 (Z) can be obtained as the additive lift of the Jacobi cusp form of Γ 1 (N) of weight k/2 and index 1/2
This happens to be the square root of the Jacobi form that generates Φ k (Z). A discussion of the additive lift has been provided in appendix B. The Fourier expansion
with q = exp(2πiτ ) and r = exp(2πiz), enables us to define the additive lift for ∆ k/2 (Z):
This generalises the Maaß formula for ∆ 5 (Z) when (N, k) = (1, 10). We have experimentally verified that the square of the above formula generates Φ k (Z) to fairly high order. We find that for N = 2, 5, the character χ(d) is the trivial one (see Eq. (B.14)) while for N = 3, we need a non-trivial character χ
i.e.,
It is known that ∆ 5 (Z) can be written as a product of all ten even genus-two theta constants. As we show in the appendix, ∆ 3 (Z) can be written as a product of six even genus-two theta constants:
We however do not expect such a formula for the other ∆ k/2 (Z). It is of interest to ask whether these modular forms already exist in the mathematical literature. For N = 2, we have been able to show that ∆ 3 (Z) is given by the product of six even genus-two theta constants. In fact, the square root of Φ 6 (Z), which we call∆ 3 (Z), can also be written as the product of six (different) even genus-two theta constants (see appendix A.2 and ref. [33, 34] ). Aoki and Ibukiyama [33] have studied the ring of modular forms at levels N = 2, 3, 4. At level N = 3, they show that modular forms with character,
, necessarily have odd weight. However, for N = 3, we obtain a modular form with even weight, ∆ 2 (Z). Is there a contradiction? We believe that the resolution lies in the fact that ∆ 2 (Z) transforms with a different character 10 -it is the one given by the product of the character, v ψ (M), considered by Aoki-Ibukiyama and the restriction of the character, v Γ (M), that appears in the transformation of ∆ 5 (Z), to G 0 (3)(see appendix B.4). In appendix A.1, we show that the Jacobi form that generates ∆ 2 (Z) is one with non-trivial character which is consistent with our expectations.
With the construction of ∆ k/2 (Z), we are ready to verify whether they can be the denominator formula of a GKM superalgebra. The product formula for ∆ k/2 (Z) gives us the positive roots L + with their multiplicities. However, one needs to verify that the Maaß formula (4.4) corresponds to the sum side of the denominator formula. This is the procedure adopted by Gritsenko and Nikulin for ∆ 5 (Z) and we repeat their method [4] .
The GKM superalgebra G 1
We first consider the example of G 1 to illustrate the method before moving on to the new GKM superalgebras. As it stands, the denominator formula for the Lie algebra g(A 1,II ) is not related to the the automorphic form ∆ 5 (Z). Following the ideas of Borcherds [10, 30] , Gritsenko and Nikulin constructed a superalgebra, G 1 by adding imaginary simple roots -some are bosonic and others are fermionic. The superalgebra G 1 has g(A 1,II ) as a sub-algebra and its Weyl group is identical to the one for g(A 1,II ).
In the above setting, the sum side of the Weyl-Kac-Borcherds denominator formula (3.29) becomes (see also sec. 3. where the element Z = z 3 f 2 +z 2 f 3 +z 1 f −2 belongs to the subspace R 2,1 +ıV + ∼ H 2 obtained upon complexification of the cone V + . We have deliberately rewritten the sum as two terms -one arising from the real simple roots (η = 0) and the other arising from the imaginary simple roots (η = 0). The first term thus arises as the sum side of the Lie algebra g (A 1,II ) . The second terms is specific to GKM algebras due to the presence of imaginary simple roots with 'multiplicities' m(η) ∈ Z. These multiplicities are determined by the connection with the automorphic form ∆ 5 (2Z)(an explicit expansion is given in appendix C) -in other words, one adds enough imaginary simple roots such that the automorphic properties are attained. The imaginary simple roots belong to the space M II ∩ R + M II . The Maaß formula for ∆ 5 (Z) leads to a simple expression for light-like imaginary simple roots i.e., (η 0 , η 0 ) = 0. They are generated by the formula
Negative values of multiplicity implies that the root is fermionic. For instance, one has m(2η 0 ) = −27. Thus, such roots are fermionic and hence we have a superalgebra. There are three primitive light-like vectors: 2f 2 , 2f −2 and (2f −2 − 2f 3 + 2f 2 ) each with multiplicity 9. The action of the Weyl group generates the remaining vectors. There are two primitive vectors satisfying (η, η) < 0 : (2f −2 + 2f 2 ) and (2f −2 − f 3 + 2f 2 ). The other terms are generated as multiples of the form tη of these primitive vectors and multiplicities given by the above formula.
The product formula for ∆ 5 (Z) determines the positive roots L + -again fermionic roots appear with negative multiplicity in the exponent. We do not write out the detailed list and refer the diligent reader to the paper by Gritsenko and Nikulin [4] . We would like to comment here that there is a subtle issue with regarding identifying the multiplicities from the exponent in the product formula -the product formula, to be precise, gives only the difference between the multiplicities of the bosonic and fermionic generators and hence is more like a Witten index.
The GKM superalgebra G 2
An important assumption in this paper has been that the square root of the Siegel modular forms Φ k (Z), i.e., ∆ k/2 (Z) should appear as the denominator formula of some GKM superalgebra. The first example that we use to verify this is the Z 2 orbifold for which k = 6. It might be thought that although Φ 10 (Z) and Φ 6 (Z) are not obviously associated to any GKM algebras, we could nevertheless obtain the changes that result from the orbifolding by directly comparing the two as given by their Maaß expansions. The remarkable thing is that the comparison at the level of the modular forms, Φ 10 (Z), and Φ 6 (Z), is not very transparent, in that the terms appearing in the two are not one-to-one for comparison. There occur terms in each that do not appear in the other, and hence we can not track down their fate as we orbifold. It is only when we compare ∆ 5 (Z) and ∆ 3 (Z) we see that both the expansions are similar and suitable for comparison. Below we analyze the Maaß expansion of its square root, ∆ 3 (Z), in the same way as was done for ∆ 5 (Z) and obtain the multiplicities of the primitive imaginary simple roots η.
The product representation for ∆ 3 (Z) may be taken to be the product side of the Kac-Weyl-Borcherds denominator formula for a GKM superalgebra that we call G 2 . We can read off the term outside the product as the exp(−πı(ρ, z)) term of the denominator identity, and hence obtain the ρ vector. The ρ vector does not change during the orbifolding process in the work of Niemann as well (see Theorem (1.6) in ref. [11] ).
We have already derived a Maaß formula for ∆ 3 (Z) using the additive lift of the weak Jacobi form ψ 3,1/2 (z 1 , z 2 ) of weight 3 and index 1/2 as discussed earlier.
The product representation of ∆ 3 (Z) can be generated using the multiplicative lift of a weak Jacobi form φ 0,1 (z 1 , z 2 ) [20] . We also need to suitably interpret the region of summation of the variables n, ℓ, m such that they give the space Ω of the algebra we construct. Mathematically, these will be the 'twisted' generalized GKM algebras that are obtained by the orbifold action on G 1 analogous to the ones constructed by Niemann [11] .
A straightforward comparison of the Fourier expansions ∆ 3 (Z) and ∆ 5 (Z) (given in Appendix C) by first focusing on terms appearing from real simple roots, we observe that the Cartan matrix for G 2 is the same as for G 1 . Next, we can see that all terms that appear in ∆ 5 (Z) appear in ∆ 3 (Z) albeit with different coefficients. Thus the set of simple roots -real and imaginary, of G 2 remain unchanged from G 1 . This implies the lattice generated by the three real simple roots M II = Zδ 1 ⊕Zδ 2 ⊕Zδ 3 is the same as before. It also implies the cone defined by the lattice V + (M II ) and the fundamental polyhedron M II , generated by the spaces bounded by the real roots, also remain unchanged. The fundamental cone, M II ∩ R + M II , containing the the imaginary roots also remains unchanged by orbifolding. As already observed, the Weyl vector for the lattice ρ is the same as for G 1 .
The only difference comes in the generating function of the multiplicity factors such as m(η 0 ). The m(η 0 ) in the case of G 2 are given by the generating function
This can be understood from the twisted denominator formula of Niemann [11] for the cycle shape 1 k+2 N k+2 for N = 2, and k = 6 and is the special case of a more general formula for any N and k which we give below.
It is remarkable that although the degeneracy of the dyons are given by completely different modular forms in the two cases, the underlying GKM that we can construct for them are similar to such a degree. The roots -real and imaginary, Weyl group, Weyl vector, the lattice, and the space of the imaginary roots remain unchanged. The orbifolding of the space is reflected only in the change of the multiplicity of the imaginary roots.
The GKM superalgebras G N
In this section we list the properties of the class of GKM algebras G N for N = 1, 2, 3, 5 obtained from the modular forms that occur in degeneracy formulae for a Z N orbifolding action.
The Cartan matrix, Weyl group, and the set of real and imaginary simple roots for the G N remain the same for all values of N. The modular forms leading to these algebras, and hence the denominator identities of the algebras, however, are different from each other. The difference in the denominator identities is in the coefficients of the terms occurring in the expansion, whereas the terms themselves undergo no change.
The generating functions of the multiplicity factors of light-like simple roots for different values of N are given in terms of a single formula 11 :
From the above we see the pattern in the progression of the m(η 0 ) as the orbifolding group Z N varies. For N = 3, one sees that certain multiplicities vanish and thus there are fewer terms in the Fourier expansion for ∆ 3 (Z) as can be seen in appendix C.
One may wonder what goes wrong when N = 7. The Jacobi form has halfintegral weight as well as half-integral index. It does not have an integral Fourier expansion and hence does not seem to lead to a GKM superalgebra with integer multiplicities. There is a related issue -the modular form Φ 1 (Z) is one with character and hence we anticipates subtleties associated with it.
Interpreting the Jacobi form
Given a Siegel modular form, F k (Z) of weight k with Z ∈ H 2 , it's Fourier expansion with respect to z 3 can be written as
For cusp forms, the term m = 0 vanishes. The Fourier coefficients φ k,m (z 1 , z 2 ) are weak Jacobi forms of weight k and index m under the sub-group, Γ J of Sp(2, Z) under which the cusp Im(z 3 ) = ∞ is invariant(see appendix B). For Siegel modular forms with character such as ∆ 5 (Z), the above sum runs over half-integers and we obtain Jacobi forms with half-integral index.
In our situation, taking the limit Im(z 3 ) → ∞ can also be understood as the removal of a real root of the GKM superalgebra G N . The Cartan matrix for the two-dimensional subspace of real roots is then the same as the affine Kac-Moody algebraÂ
at level one. We thus see thatÂ
As is well known and discussed earlier, the denominator formula for this algebra is given by iθ 1 (z 1 , z 2 ). In the product form for the theta function, it is easy to see the appearance of imaginary roots with multiplicity one. The Jacobi forms of Γ 0 (N) that we are interested in contain other powers of η -these are reflected in the fact that the G N has more light-like imaginary roots thanÂ (1) 1 -it is these roots that appear in the correction terms in the sum side of the denominator formula. For instance, the imaginary simple root η 0 = 2f −2 has multiplicity m(η 0 ) = 9 for N = 1. The same root appears in L + with multiplicity 10. The difference is easy to understandthe affine Lie algebra has one light-like root that is not simple -it is the sum of the two real roots. For N = 3, 5, we find m(η 0 ) = 0, −1 respectively. So we see that the root η 0 is a fermionic one for N = 5.
As mentioned earlier, the analysis of David and Sen using the 4D-5D lift leads to a separation of the product formula for Φ k (Z) into three terms. Taking the square-root to obtain ∆ k/2 (Z) does not change the separation. We see that two of the terms are nothing but the product representation for the weak Jacobi form of index 1 2 , ψ k/2,1/2 (z 1 , z 2 ). It appears that real and light-like simple roots appear from the spacetime and T 2 sectors in the type II picture. In particular, the electrically charged heterotic string states appear to arise from such light-like simple roots. We believe that this is a small step in understanding the connection between the GKM superalgebras and the algebra of BPS states.
Conclusion and Outlook
In this paper, we have shown that the square-root of the automorphic form Φ k (Z) that generates the degeneracy of 1/4-BPS CHL dyons can be interpreted as the Weyl-Kac-Borcherds denominator formula for a GKM superalgebra. Further, we have proposed an additive lift that directly generates the automorphic form ∆ k (Z) from a weak Jacobi form of index 1/2. From the physical point of view, using the 4D-5D lift, we have been able to show that the real roots and light-like imaginary roots for electrically charged states arise from spacetime and T 2 sectors (in the type II picture) while the other imaginary roots necessarily arise from the K3 sector.
Cheng and Verlinde observe that the walls of the Weyl chambers for the GKM superalgebra G 1 get mapped to walls of marginal stability for the 1/4-BPS dyons [7] . Their analysis is based on studying the real roots. We have observed that the Weyl group remains unchanged on orbifolding -this is mainly due to the fact that the real roots are unaffected by it. As the multiplicities of the imaginary roots are affected by the orbifolding, it would be interesting to study if the relationship between the walls of marginal stability and Weyl chambers of the GKM superalgebras, G N persist. A related issue is that we may also need to take into account the change in going from Φ k (Z) to Φ k (Z). It is of interest therefore to understand the walls of marginal stability in the orbifolded theories. This has been studied in refs. [35] [36] [37] [38] .
Garbagnati and Sarti have studied symplectic (Nikulin) involutions of K3 manifolds [39, 40] . In particular, they have explicitly constructed elliptic K3's whose automorphism groups are the Nikulin involutions. Further, they have provided an explicit description of the invariant lattice and its complementary lattice. We anticipate that these results might be relevant in improving our physical understanding the role of the roots of the GKM superalgebras. The Jatkar-Sen construction holds for N = 11 as well and it leads to a modular function (i.e., one of weight k = 0) Φ 0 (Z) and it is believed that a CHL string may exist. In the type IIA picture, the Z 11 is no longer a symplectic Nikulin involution, it acts non-trivially on H * (K3) and not on H 1,1 (K3) alone. It is of interest to study aspects of the Z N orbifold both from the physical and mathematical point of view.
As mentioned in the introduction, our aim has been to address the algebra of BPS states. While we have uncovered a nice algebraic structure, no direct relationship to the algebra of BPS states has been achieved. A related problem is that the degeneracy of BPS states appears related to the direct sum of two copies of the GKM superalgebras, G N . BPS states thus seem to be elements of a module that is a tensor product of two copies of (irreducible?) representations of the superalgebra. It would be nice to have a microscopic understanding of these issues. A possibly relevant observation here is that the elliptic genus of the Enriques surface [41] , these are two-dimensional complex surfaces that arise as fixed-point free Z 2 involutions of K3 surfaces, gives rise to ∆ 5 (Z). This might provide a hint on the appearance of two identical copies of the same GKM superalgebra for K3.
As we have seen, for affine Kac-Moody algebras, the presence of light-like imaginary roots in L + leads to powers of the Dedekind eta function appearing in the product form of the Weyl-Kac denominator formula. As is well known, q 1/24 /η(τ ) is the generating function of partitions of n (equivalently, Young diagrams with n boxes). An interesting generalisation is the generating function of plane partitions (or 3D Young diagrams) has a nice product representation η 3D ∼ n (1 − q n ) n (due to MacMahon). This function appears in the counting of D0-branes in the work of Gopakumar-Vafa [42, 43] . Is there an algebraic interpretation for this?
The addition of D2-branes to this enriches this story and leads to interesting formulae [44] .
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A Theta functions
A.1 Genus-one theta functions
The genus-one theta functions are defined by
where a.b ∈ (0, 1) mod 2. One has
The transformations of ϑ 1 (τ, z) under modular transformations is given by T :
with q = exp(2πiτ ) and r = exp(2πiz). The Dedekind eta function η(τ ) is defined by
The transformation of the Dedekind eta function under the modular group is given by
The transformation of η(Nτ ) is given by
One can see that η(Nτ ) transforms into η(τ /N) under the S transformation. η(Nτ ) gets mapped to itself only under the subgroup, Γ 0 (N) of SL(2, Z). Following Niemann [11] , let
Both S and T no longer have a diagonal action on the ψ j (τ ). One has
where jj ′ = 1 mod N and the character χ(G) has to be calculated on a case by case basis (see chapter 2 of [11] for details).
The transformations of the eta related functions show us that the functions f k (τ ) and its square root can transform with non-trivial character. In particular, one can show that for N = 7, f (1) (τ ) and for N = 3, f (4) (τ ) transform with character. As these two functions enter the weak Jacobi forms that are used to construct the Siegel modular forms Φ 1 (Z) and ∆ 2 (Z) respectively, these two Siegel modular forms will transform with non-trivial character [46] . This is the basis for our claim that ∆ 2 (Z) must transform with non-trivial character and is consistent with the observation of Jatkar-Sen regarding Φ 1 (Z).
A.2 Genus-two theta constants
We define the genus-two theta constants as follows [4] : We will refer to the above ten theta constants as θ m (Z) with m = 0, 1, . . . , 9 representing the ten values of a and b as defined in the above table.
The modular functions ∆ 5 (Z) and ∆ 3 (Z) can be written out in terms of the even theta constants [4, 45] . One finds
Following ref. [45] , the formula for ∆ 3 (Z) was constructed experimentally by looking for a product of six even theta constants that had the correct series expansion. This is also in agreement with the expression for Φ 6 (Z) given in ref. [33] in terms of theta constants. Let us define∆ 3 (Z) to be the square-root ofΦ 6 (Z). One may wonder if it can also be written as the product of six genus-two theta constants. Keeping in mind that the leading term will go as q 1/4 r 1/2 s 1/2 , we find that the following combination achieves this (to the orders that we have verified): 12) squares to givenΦ 6 (Z).
B Jacobi cusp forms B.1 Basic group theory
The group Sp(2, Z) is the set of 4 × 4 matrices written in terms of four 2 × 2 matrices A, B, C, D as
is given by the set of matrices such that C = 0 mod N. This group acts naturally on the Siegel upper half space, H 2 , as
The Jacobi group Γ J = SL(2, Z) ⋉ H(Z) is the sub-group of SP (2, Z) that preserves the one-dimensional cusp Im(z 3 ) = ∞. The SL(2, Z) is generated by the embedding of ( a b c d ) ∈ SL(2, Z) in Sp(2, Z)
The above matrix acts on H 2 as
with det(CZ + D) = (cz 1 + d). The Heisenberg group, H(Z), is generated by Sp(2, Z) matrices of the form
with det(CZ + D) = 1. It is easy to see that Γ J preserves the one-dimensional cusp at Im(z 3 ) = ∞.
The full group Sp(2, Z) is generated by adding the exchange element to the group Γ J . 
B.2 Weak Jacobi forms
A Siegel modular form of weight k and character v with respect to Sp(2, Z) is a holomorphic function F : H 2 → C satisfying
for all Z ∈ H 2 and M ∈ Sp(2, Z). In the above definition, one can replace Sp(2, Z) by any of its sub-groups such as
is called a Jacobi form of weight k and index t ∈ 1 2 Z, if the functioñ
on H 2 is a modular form of weight k with respect to the Jacobi group Γ J ⊂ Sp(2, Z). A Jacobi form has the following Fourier expansion φ k,t (z 1 , z 2 ) = n≥0,ℓ∈t+Z f (n, ℓ) q n r ℓ .
(B.8)
If the Fourier coefficients, g(n, ℓ) = 0, unless 4nt − ℓ 2 ≥ 0, the φ k,t (z 1 , z 2 ) is holomorphic at infinity. Jacobi forms of integer index were considered by Eichler and Zagier [46] and extended to half-integral indices by Gritsenko [41] .
The elliptic genus of Calabi-Yau manifolds are weak Jacobi forms. Examples include:
φ −2,1 (z 1 , z 2 ) = E st×T 2 (z 1 , z 2 ) = iϑ 1 (z 1 , z 2 ) η 3 (z 1 ) 2 (B.9) φ 0,1 (z 1 , z 2 ) = E K3 (z 1 , z 2 ) = 8 This procedure is known as the arithmetic or additive lift of the Jacobi form. It is known that the ring of Siegel modular forms is generated by three modular forms of weights 4, 6 and 10. For instance, the weight 10 modular form, Φ 10 (Z), is generated by the Jacobi form of weight 10 and index 1 we obtain a level N Siegel modular form. For levels N = 2, 3, 5, Jatkar and Sen have constructed modular forms of weight k = 6, 4, 2 respectively as additive lifts of the weight k Jacobi forms [9] :
When the Jacobi form is one with character, one sees the appearance of a nontrivial Dirichlet character and the Siegel modular form obtained from the additive lift is one with character. At level N = 7, Jatkar and Sen have constructed a modular form of weight 1 with character [9] . In this case, one does indeed see the appearance of a non-trivial real Dirichlet character in Eq. (B.13) given above.
B.4 Additive lift of Jacobi forms with half-integer index
So far we have only considered examples of modular forms obtained from the lift of Jacobi forms with integral index. We will now consider examples with half-integral index as they appear in the denominator for the the GKM algebras, G N discussed in the main body of the paper. The simplest example is given by the Jacobi theta function, ϑ 1 (z 1 , z 2 ). It is a holomorphic Jacobi form of weight 1/2 and index 1/2 with character. This Jacobi form appears as the denominator formula of the affine Kac-Moody algebra, A where v Γ (M) is the unique non-trivial real linear character of Sp(2, Z) [49] . An explicit expression for v Γ (M) has been given, for instance, in [4] . 
